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Game maker xp



Have you ever heard of the software called Game Maker? Maybe. It's not easy to use. And it takes some time to understand. It not only makes games, it can also make software. Let's start with a simple game. Move you into the square. Materials:1 computer with Game Maker.Right now, we need to start a
new project. If you don't have a Game Maker, download it from here. You buy it or get the free edition. We need to make the sprite for the square so we can see the object. Then we have to make the object for the square. And then we need the space to use the square. So the game code is a little
complicated. We need to open the square object menu, and we can add events. Place the events on the up and down, left, and right keys. Then put the up, down, left, right button released events. Then drag the first button to the right with arrows in all directions to the event workspace. Double-click the
action and click the button that indicates the direction your event is displaying. Set the speed to 5. When you arrive at the released events, click the point button in the middle and set the speed to 0. Look at the code with the video. How to make a game in Game Maker - Step #3You might want to change
the background color. You do this in the menu of the room. Congrats! You just created a game in Game Maker. If you want the game as an exe file, just press the button on the save button right. Then click the drop-down menu. Click standalone exe and save your game. You're done, and you've got the
.exe here's an AWSOME gmae I made with playmaker :) RPG Maker XP is a powerful tool that allows a user to create Console Style RPGs, similar to older versions of Final Fantasy, with the look and style of the 16-bit game age. The program is certainly easier to use than, say, firing C++ and starting
from scratch, but it suffers from minimal documentation and limited active corporate support. Games are played on a top-down map, where an animated sprite that represents a group of adventurers wanders, runs into Events (programmed game actions) and random monster encounters. RPG Maker
comes pre-filled with all the cliches of console fantasy RPGs, such as wizards, swords and dragons, but all of these can be edited, added to, or removed. There is no need for a game made with RPG Maker to be fantasy-themed; examples are science fiction and contemporary institutions. The main
problem with RPG Maker is not the flexibility - if you are satisfied with the basic framework of console RPGs, you do a lot with the tool - but the documentation. There is a very basic help file that is primarily a reference to the RGSS programming language (which is the basis of RPG Maker), and that's it.
There is structured tutorial, and RPG Maker badly needed. For example, it's not easy to figure out how to design even a simple card so that it looks good and benefits from the layers. Setting up events, the heart of plotting a game, is hardly covered. Happy Happy a very active community of developers
and fans of the product, but it takes time to find a good forum that is newbie-friendly. People have done great things with the engine and tools, and the program is not difficult once the different terms and procedures are explained. RPG Maker XP may be worth learning, but it will take effort. Note: This link
takes you to the vendor's site, where you can download the latest version of the software.--Ian Harac Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Sometimes the need to customize Windows XP has
less to do with personal style than with maximizing performance – especially if you're using an older, slower machine. Fortunately, there are some remedies found in after-market customization tools, as well as through windows' internal settings themselves, which can illuminate your computer's speed and
available memory cache. The results may not be pretty, but they can at least let you computer for a little longer before you make a hardware upgrade. KEEP AN EYE ON OUTSfore before you go about reconfiguring your system or changing your operating shell, it might be a good idea to get a sense of
how much memory your computer consumes and which applications draw the most power. A traditional way to do this is to rely on Windows' Task Manager.While perfectly good for a quick look under the hood, the task manager isn't really the most convenient desktop tool – the information is divided
between different screens, into charts and numbers, making it difficult to get a quick summary of your machine's status. That's where the small, dynamic desktop tools known as widgets come in. There are thousands of applications for these small applications. Widgets designed to display system
information have become very popular topics for developers, and applications such as Yahoo Widgets' Memory Gauge and Kapsules' Mr RAM provide the basis in small icons that can be neatly filled in a desktop corner. If you're really on the verge of processing your computer's ability, however, be aware
that widgets themselves use a little memory to perform. You also get system information and ways to clean up your memory stores from shareware programs like RAMBooster.Net ($16) and SpeedUpMyPC ($30). KILL THE GLITZSome times, the more advanced visualization schemes and animated
windows of Windows XP can be kept from your computer performing at its peak. That's when you should consider disabling one or more of the stylized display features of the operating system. There are many ways to reduce windows' images, such as stopping the (which smooths text with CPU power
costs) or switch from high to medium (16-bit) color quality. Simple, step-by-step methods for matching XP performance are covered in this ExtremeTech How To Guide. THE SHELL GAMETo really cut down on the amount of memory your desktop uses, you could replacing the Windows shell,
explorer.exe, with something completely different. While many shell replacement packages focus on providing graphically-rich environments that further the task of your computer, many others, especially those catering to a performance-oriented audience, make as light a computer footprint as possible.
GeoShell, one of the more Spartan of shell programs, doesn't offer much eye candy in default settings, but offers a simple, easily navigable interface with a pop-up application menu for loading and accessible programs, all the while using fewer system resources than Windows.Blackbox for Windows, and
derivative shells like Xoblite, are other popular aftermarket shells for Windows machines, mimicking the Linux system layout , while offering many plug-ins and custom settings. LiteShell is perhaps the lightest of all shell-based images. You won't get many perks with this desktop replacement, but you won't
get much of a drain on your system, either. The program takes up less than 500KB of disk space and can run on systems with only 4MB of RAM. It also doesn't take up screen space - instead of navigating between keyboard shortcut icons, taskbars, and programs hidden behind a start button, LiteShell
has access to all programs with a mouse click or keyboard shortcuts. MAN IT'S EASY! I won't tell you how to do it, because that would take away the pleasure of programming, but I'll tell you a certain feature that can help.choose (argument0, argument2, argument3, argument4,argument5,argument6)
That feature randomly chooses each argument there (you put up to 16 arguments in the feature). If you want to know more go to gmc.yoyogames.com They have heaps of people who will help you. Twenty-five years old and looking stodgy, the personal computer is turning to gaming to recapture its youth.
Last week, Hewlett-Packard (HPQ) – Get Report formed a new gaming division within its PC operations, led by Voodoo PC, a Canadian maker of high-end gaming PCs that acquired H-P. That move came on the heels of a similar marriage between Dell (DELL) - Get Report and Alienware earlier this year.
And anyone attending the Intel (INTC) - Get Report Developer Forum in San Francisco last week would have walked away thinking that PCs were machines purpose-built to run video games. Gaming isn't exactly a new phenomenon, but the pc industry's top players are only now starting to open their eyes
to the potential of the gaming industry. I think what you're seeing in the last 18 months or so is some kind of realization that the market has shifted to gaming being a very common part of entertainment for consumers and not a niche play, said Phil McKinney, chief technology officer of H-P's PC division.
Online as World of Warcraft have become the new wave, argues McKinney. He says venture capitalists are as likely to socialize and negotiate a term sheet in the virtual game world these days when they're on the fairway. But it is clear that the the industry's sudden penchant for games has at least as
much to do with the changing nature of the computer business. PC sales this year are expected to fall 2.5%, about $5 billion, marking the first year of negative sales growth since 2001, according to industry research firm Gartner. The culprit is increasing consumer competition electronic devices and
plunging prices of PCs that look more like commodities than high-end equipment. Notebooks once served as the premium product with a high profit margin for PC vendors, offsetating the commodity desktops. But today, even a notebook can be had for as little as $449, leaving little room for profit. Gaming
PCs don't have that problem. Some of the gaming systems sold by Voodoo PC, for example, start at $6,000 and include features such as liquid cooling and a brushed aluminum chasis. It's more than the difference between a Toyota and a Lexus, says Samir Bhavnani, director of research at market
research firm Current Analysis. It's the difference between a Toyota and a Ferrari. And while there's little reason for the average Joe to upgrade a PC today because each machine is essentially powerful enough to surf the web and send email, the gaming industry operates on a different model, where
more power is always better. These are customers who upgrade their systems regularly, they want the fastest processor, the most RAM, the best video card, says Bhavnani. With a high-end line of gaming PCs, H-P executives say, the company is getting a market outlet for technology developed in H-P's
R&amp;D labs. Many of these innovations would be too expensive to sell to mainstream consumers, but perhaps an audience among hard-core gamers willing to pay extra for the coolest new gizmo. According to various industry estimates, the market for high-end gaming PCs is between $3 billion and $5
billion a year. That's not bad to have things for companies like H-P and Dell, especially given the relatively meaty profit margins. Given that the total global PC market is a whopping $200 billion however, high-end gaming PCs still have a niche. But it is a very influential niche, whose value extends beyond
the direct revenue it generates. Gamers represent ideal customers because they serve an evangelical role, spreading the word to friends and family about the products and brands that have received their blessings. By catering to gamers, PC companies can build a buzz for new products, creating a so-
called halo effect that hopefully boosts sales throughout the business. It's word-of-mouth marketing at its best. When Intel unveiled its new quad-core processor last week at the developer conference, it was no coincidence that the first version A quad-core to be released in November will be the Extreme
edition intended for enthusiasts and gamers. CEO Paul Otellini told reporters at the conference that releasing the relatively limited number of quad-core Extreme processors first is very important for the high-end high-end market where the image is everything. Intel is taking several steps to burn its image
among gamers. In November 2005, the company released the so-called Bad Axe, a high-end motherboard aimed at gamers with features such as flame-shaped heat syncs, a revamped and relocated CPU socket, and increased customization capabilities. Perhaps most importantly, Intel changed its
stance on the practice of overclocking its microprocessors. The gaming equivalent of tinkering with the engine of a hot-rod car, overclocking includes tweaking the settings of a chip so that it runs at higher clock speeds than the official processor specifications. Intel traditionally did not allow overclocking
and kept the settings for its Pentium processors locked. But according to Intel's Tim Takeuchi, who focuses on consumer strategy, the company now realizes that overclocking is a critical issue for the gaming community. When Intel released its first dual-core processors in mid-2005, the company quietly
opened the interface to overclock, although it did not disclose the fact. And with the Core 2 Duo, Intel's chips are now officially overclockable. How much of a lift the PC industry will get by embracing gaming remains to be seen. But with the gaming phenomenon continuing to grow, PC companies don't
want to be left out. From.
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